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Let's Go!

STARS AND STRIPES COMMUNITY PUBLICATION
Stay connected with Stars and Stripes

The mission of Stars and Stripes is to provide news and information to active-duty service members, veterans, government civilians, contractors and their families. Our award-winning journalists report from military bases around the world on topics that matter most to our audience. Through our many print and digital products, you’ll always have access to valuable content in the format you prefer.

**DIGITAL ACCESS**
Stars and Stripes Digital Access subscribers enjoy unlimited access to stripes.com as well as our tablet and mobile apps. Updated 24/7 by reporters stationed around the globe, you can count on Stars and Stripes for coverage on everything that affects the military community at home and abroad. Subscribe today at www.stripes.com/digital.

**FREE NEWSLETTERS**
Sign up to receive our free newsletters which include headlines of the day, a weekly wrap-up of top stories, newsletters on opinion, veterans news, military history and how to navigate life in the Pacific. Sign up for one or all and get Stars and Stripes delivered straight to your inbox at www.stripes.com/newsletters.

**SOCIAL MEDIA**
Stay connected with Stars and Stripes on your favorite social media platforms. You can find us on:
- Facebook
  - Stars and Stripes
  - Pacific Stars and Stripes
- Twitter
  - @StarsandStripes
  - @StripesPacific
- Instagram
  - @StarsandStripesPacific
  - @StripesPhotography
- Flipboard
  - @StarsStripes
- Pinterest
  - @Stripesnews

**VISIT OUR COMMUNITY SITES**
- japan.stripes.com
- okinawa.stripes.com
- korea.stripes.com
- guam.stripes.com

**COMMUNITY NEWS**
Living here presents many opportunities to experience the diverse Pacific region. Stars and Stripes provides a variety of information regarding travel, culture, local news and more to help you make the most of your tour. Our community publications are distributed in Guam, Japan, Okinawa and Korea.

Pick up your free copy at one of the 800 locations throughout the Pacific region — look for the bright blue Stars and Stripes boxes located on installations.

You can also contribute to Stars and Stripes in the form of article submissions, reviews, or suggestions. We capture most of your contributions in special publications such as “Best of the Pacific,” “Destination Paradise” and “Welcome to the Pacific,” which are published in three separate editions for Guam, Japan and Korea.

Our community sites serving Guam, mainland Japan, Okinawa and Korea help you navigate life in the Pacific with tips, reviews, experiences, and other useful information.
YOU WANT TO GET AN EDUCATION FROM A UNIVERSITY THAT GETS YOU.

Learn how to get started by attending a no-cost webinar. Sign up at asia.umgc.edu/webinar.
For the past 19 years, members of the military community have been giving us their recommendations for the Pacific’s best of the best. Every year, we tally the votes and gather the honest opinions from your neighbors, coworkers and community members that go into your Best of the Pacific magazine. This guide will help you find the best places to shop, best restaurants on and off base, reputable car dealers and more. This valuable information will help make your transition to Guam, mainland Japan, Okinawa and South Korea easier.

Inside you’ll not only find out who the Best of the Pacific is for each category, but also why people voted for them. For even easier access to the winners, head online to bestofpacific.stripes.com and bookmark the page.

We are each other’s greatest resource, and this is a great way to know where to tune in for some good radio or where to go for a fun Sunday brunch like The New Sanno in Tokyo or Le Pain Cafe Bakery in Korea. Looking for cell service on Okinawa? Steven Burroughs from Kadena Air Base recommends au because, “They have real good prices and their staff is always helpful.”

Just like the community content from Stars and Stripes, all of this insider info and magazine are FREE! From our community newspapers in the blue boxes on base — Stripes Japan, Stripes Okinawa, Stripes Guam, Stripes Korea — to our four websites below, we have you covered!

We couldn’t have made this magazine without you. And because to us the Best of the Pacific is every one of you, we entered each person who voted into a raffle to win one of six gift cards of up to $300 dollars. Neil Engel and Lisa Thompson from Camp Humphreys, Jun Reed from Yokota Air Base, Jacob Pittman from NAF Atsugi, and Shirley Villacis and Andrew Decker from Yokosuka Naval Base took a few minutes to vote and now they’re a little richer for the experience (see Page 40). Congrats and thank you for voting!

You are still the Best of the Pacific!

Denisse Rauda
Best of the Pacific Editor
CONSECUTIVE YEARS
THANK YOU FOR VOTING NEX GUAM BEST
SMALL BASE EXCHANGE

Hafa Adai! I would like to personally thank all our military and civilian patrons for voting NEX Guam the “Best in the Pacific” for the past 9 consecutive years. Your Navy Exchange team strives to provide you with our “Hafa Adai” spirit every day. Our Island’s culture represents the warm hospitality we incorporate into our daily routines. Thank you so much on behalf of our Guam team.

2023 WINNER

THANK YOU FOR VOTING NEX ATSUGI BEST
SMALL BASE EXCHANGE IN JAPAN
Best Exchange Store/Best Exchange Mini Mart/Express/Marine Mart

**S Atsugi NEX**
ADDRESS: NAF Atsugi, Bldg. 958
PHONE: 264-3719 (DSN)

- Vegan options and good clearance deals.
  - Brittany Shiller, NAF Atsugi
- Atsugi was well-stocked the entire time we were there. The departments were organized in a way that made shopping more accessible and enjoyable.
  - Hallie Shields, Sasebo Naval Base

**B Yokota Main Exchange**
ADDRESS: Yokota AB, Bldg. 570
PHONE: 469-375-7519 (commercial)

- Aesthetically pleasing and offers a variety of products.
  - Cindy Thai, NAF Atsugi
- The Yokota Main Exchange is big and has a variety of goods.
  - Kar Lee, Camp Zama

Best Cellphone Provider

**SoftBank**
ADDRESS: Various locations.

- I have great service... even up at Mt Fuji.
  - Damar Richmond, Camp Zama
- I’ve had it for years with no issues.
  - Gabriel Webb, Sagami Depot

Best Place for Off-Base Shopping

**COASKA Bayside Stores**
ADDRESS: 2-1-12, Honcho, Yokosuka-city, Kanagawa
PHONE: 046-822-2244

- Variety of shops, restaurants and entertainment within the mall. Free parking with shopping and eating in the mall restaurants.
  - Sakae Suralie, Yokosuka NB
- Good deals and great food.
  - Randal Pope, Yokosuka NB

Best Place to Buy a Car

**Kelly & Kelly**
ADDRESS: 3 Chome-10-3 Musashino, Mizuho Nishitama District, Tokyo 190-1211
PHONE: 042-551-0556

- They are always super nice and willing to help however they can, even after you buy a car.
  - Karrie Quinn, Yokota AB
- Pleasant, knowledgeable service and in-house insurance and JCI services make Kelly & Kelly a truly exceptional experience!
  - Richard Eversole, Yokota AB

Best On-Base Outdoor Rec

**Camp Zama Outdoor Rec**
ADDRESS: Camp Zama Bldg. 719
PHONE: 315-263-4871/3707 (commercial)

- Super helpful every time I go in there and always have great, affordable trips planned.
  - Kara Bertrand, NAF Atsugi
- Great variety of services and MWR trips, knowledgeable staff.
  - Bradley Harzman, Camp Zama

Culture, food, travel at Japan.Stripes.com
Yokota Outdoor Rec

**ADDRESS:** Yokota AB, Bldg. 564
**PHONE:** 315-225-4552 (DSN)

- “Very friendly staff and great rental equipment. Knowledgeable staff and well-planned trips.” - Eddie Hui, NAF Atsugi
- “Staff is informative, accommodating and positive. Every trip with them is never a stress!” - Marielle Crispino, Yokota AB

Tokyo Disneyland

**ADDRESS:** 1-1 Maihama, Urayasu, Chiba 279-0031
**PHONE:** 0570-00-8632

- “Lots of fun for adults and kids! Only an hour away from Yokosuka!” - Chera Mills, Yokosuka NB
- “It’s the happiest place on Earth!” - Matthew Saupe, Camp Fuji

**Kelly & Kelly Used Car Dealer**

- Registration Included in Price
- Wide Selection of Vehicles
- Payment Plans Available
- Auto Insurance Provider
- Warranty Included
- Cash Back for Car Junking!

@kellyandkelly1967 – Car dealership
042-551-0556

**Thank you Yokota Air Base!**

**MULTI-GIG FIBER INTERNET**

The Fastest Internet on Any Military Installation!

See us at the BX for more information!
Phone: 03-6868-2300 URL: atcc-gns.com
THANKS FOR YOUR VOTE!
SELECTED AS THE MOST BELOVED SHOPPING CENTER IN JAPAN

Food!
Treat yourself at our restaurants, cafes and food stands!

Gyu-kaku
Yakiniku Restaurant

SUSHIRO
Conveyor Belt Sushi

Shabu Shabu - Gyuta
All-you-can-eat shabu shabu and sukiyaki

Marugen Ramen
Ramen Shop

Tonkatsu Wako
Cutlet Specialty

Marugame Udon
Udon Noodle

Food Markets
Yokosuka Kooshin
Fresh meat, fruit and vegetables, side dishes

Nagai Suisan
Fish market with fresh fish and prepared seafood dishes

WAKU WAKU HIROBA
Local Direct Sales Open Space

AEON STYLE
Supermarket

GODIVA
Chocolate
COASKA Welcomes the Military Community!
Yokosuka waterfront mall is the perfect place to shop, eat and have fun!

Shopping!
Fashionable clothing, household goods or a present for a friend!
Cozy Lifestyle!

MUJI
Clothing, household goods and food items

NITORI
Home furnishing

H&M
Fashion, homeware & kid’s clothes

GAP
Women’s, men’s, kid’s & baby clothes

GU
Clothing

Activities!
Check out a movie, or get some exercise at Adventure Park!

SPACE ATHLETIC TONDEMI
Urban-type Sports Athletics

SPORT Bowling
Bowling Alley

Yokosuka HUMAX Cinemas
Complex

238-0041 2-1-12, Honcho, Yokosuka-shi, Kanagawa
https://coaska.jp/
BEST ON-BASE OUTDOOR REC

Yokota Enlisted Club
ADDRESS: Yokota AB, Bldg. 206
PHONE: 315-227-8820 (DSN)

“Great theme nights that show variety and at very fair prices.”
- Jordan McGinnis, Yokota AB

“The E-Club has the best brunch and Friday membership night.”
- Lisa Williams, MCAS Iwakuni

BEST DENTAL CLINIC

Iris Dental Care
ADDRESS: 1-26-6 Soubudai, Minami-ku, Sagamihara-city, Kanagawa 252-0324
PHONE: 046-224-5818

“Fair prices, able to communicate in English. Good communication.”
- Cherie Adams, Camp Zama

“Friendly and helpful staff - excellent service.”
- Richard Meyer, Camp Zama

BEST OFF-BASE MEDICAL SERVICE

St. Luke’s International Hospital
ADDRESS: 9-1 Akashi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-8560
PHONE: 03-3541-5151

“With its commitment to quality and patient-centered care, St. Luke’s International Hospital is the best choice for service members seeking medical care in Tokyo.”
- Elliot Eng, Yokota AB

“Good medical care.”
- Linny Carandang, Camp Zama

BEST REAL ESTATE AGENCY

Century 21
ADDRESS: 104 Takinoue, Naka-ku, Yokohama-city, Kanagawa 231-0837
PHONE: 045-622-6621

“Mrs. Ushry at the Yokosuka office is the best housing agent ever!”
- Sha Bilard, NAF Atsugi

“Nagakawa-san with Century 21 has helped us multiple times.”
- Melani Ahlers, Hardy Barracks/Akasaka Press Center/New Sanno

Used Car Dealer
REAL SPEED AUTO

Customer Advantages & Services!

- English Speaking Staff
- 90-Day Warranty w / 2 Free Oil Changes
- Full Vehicle Registration
- Only 10-minute walk from Yokota Fussa Gate
- “WE CARE” After Service
- WE PAY TOP $$$ for your JUNK CAR!

When it comes to pre-owned vehicles, we are the Expert!
WhatsApp 080-3452-3341

Go to our website or FB page to see more!
www.realspeed.jp

E-Newsletters
Stars and Stripes offers FREE email newsletters on a variety of topics of interest to the military community. Sign up to one or all today!
Thank you for voting The New Sanno as
2023 BEST MILITARY RESORT
in the Pacific
2023 BEST SUNDAY BRUNCH
in Japan

THE NEW SANNO
U.S. Naval Joint Services Activity

An American-style MWR oasis situated in the heart of Tokyo offering the very best service at reasonable prices. Creating positive memorable experiences, while proudly serving you for 40 years.

40th ANNIVERSARY

Stay Connected
www.thenewsanno.com
229-8001
03-6868-2311
from Outside Japan 81-3-6868-2311
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram
**Best Off-Base Restaurant**

**Chili’s Grill & Bar (Yokota)**  
**Address:** Yokota AB, Bldg. 536  
**Phone:** 03-6868-2388 (commercial)  

**Website**

“Great service, great atmosphere, great food.”  
- Elizabeth Walters, NAF Atsugi  

“They simply have the best food. If I could eat there three times a day, I would.”  
- Carlos Garcia, Camp Zama

**Curry House CoCo Ichibanya**  
**Address:** Multiple locations across Japan.

“Man, oh man, do they work fast! The staff at the Fussa Station location is always checking on you and makes some pretty spicy curry! Has been a house favorite for the past 7 years!”  
- Carolyn Aleshire, Yokota AB

**Best On-Base Restaurant**

**Camp Zama Golf Course**  
**Address:** Camp Zama, Bldg. 807  
**Phone:** 315-263-4975 (DSN) / 046-407-5284 (commercial)  

**Website**

“Delicious food!”  
- Sarah Hedner, NAF Atsugi  

“They simply have the best food. If I could eat there three times a day, I would.”  
- Carlos Garcia, Camp Zama

**Chili’s Grill & Bar (Yokota)**  
**Address:** Yokota AB, Bldg. 536  
**Phone:** 03-6868-2388 (commercial)  

**Website**

“Great service, great atmosphere, great food.”  
- Elizabeth Walters, NAF Atsugi  

“They have the best rib-eye steaks!”  
- Miki Shoop, NAF Atsugi

**Club Beyond is where**  
*Friends, Fun, and Faith Connect.*

**DID YOU KNOW?**  
Club Beyond has been serving the teens of our U.S. Military since 1980. We are currently in South Korea and returning to Japan in the near future!

**DO YOU KNOW?**  
We are looking to connect with anyone who has been involved in Club Beyond or wants to be involved.

For information or to get involved, please email Angela at ClubBeyondCares@clubbeyond.org

"I go to Club Beyond because I have so much fun hanging out with the leaders and other teens."

Club Beyond is an approved non-federal entity and is not a part of the Department of Defense. CFC #10536.
Womble Gate
American Dentistry


U.S. Trained & Licensed Dentist
All dental treatment done per U.S. dental standards.
Dr. Ellie is former full time clinical faculty at
NSU Florida and maintains her U.S. license.

invisalign®

Womble Gate Dentistry is proud to offer
Free Initial Invisalign consultations.
Visit us today to learn about,
The Clear Alternative to Braces.

Active duty military receive a 10% discount until Sept 2023.

Womble Gate Dentistry is a home for the entire family,
offering general dentistry for children and adults from
invisalign braces to whitening and everything
in-between to keep your smile perfect and bright.

• We are a Tricare Preferred Provider serving active duty family members and civilians.
Command sponsored Tricare United Concordia patients have no co-pay for check-up, cleaning and most other basic procedures. Call our insurance coordinator for details.
• All Womble Gate American Dentistry staff are native or fluent English speakers.

www.DrSuzukiDDS.com
appointment@drsuzukidds.com
046-874-7260 (English Line)/046-874-7261 (日本語)
13 Ogawa-Cho, Uno Bldg. 2f, Yokosuka, Japan 238-0004

Thank you for voting for the second consecutive year!
ZAMA ARMY LODGING

**Best On-Base Lodging**

**Zama Army Lodging**

- **ADDRESS:** Camp Zama, Bldg. 552
- **PHONE:** 263-3830 (DSN) / 046-407-3830 (commercial)

- **Website**

  - "Staying at Zama Army Lodging is convenient."
  - Jahara Clark, Camp Zama

  - "Great service, clean, updated rooms, friendly knowledgeable staff."
  - Bradley Harzman, Camp Zama

**The New Sanno**

- **ADDRESS:** 4 Chome-12-20 Minamiazabu, Minato City, Tokyo 106-0047
- **PHONE:** 315-229-8001 (DSN) / 03-6868-2311 (commercial)

- **Website**

  - "It's the New Sanno! Always great, always a treat to visit and the food is always great."
  - Chistao Genao, Yokosuka NB

  - "So many options of food and mimosas!"
  - Heather Knef, Yokota AB

**Traveling**

**Kona’s Coffee**

- **ADDRESS:** 1-2-61 Kitano, Tokorozawa City, Saitama 359-1152
- **PHONE:** 04-2949-8284

- **Website**

  - "It’s the New Sanno! Always great, always a treat to visit and the food is always great."
  - Chistao Genao, Yokosuka NB

  - "So many options of food and mimosas!"
  - Heather Knef, Yokota AB

  - "Delicious pancakes and burgers."
  - Brian Gonzalez, Yokota AB

  - "Awesome food."
  - Joseph Thomas, NAF Atsugi

**Best SUNDAY BRUNCH**

**Camp Zama Golf Course**

- **ADDRESS:** Camp Zama Bldg. 807
- **PHONE:** 315-263-4975 (DSN) / 046-407-5284 (commercial)

- **Website**

  - "Wide variety of food."
  - Leeon Catapang, NAF Atsugi

  - "It’s my favorite breakfast place."
  - Erick Osorio, NAF Atsugi

**Best On-Base Restaurant**

**Camp Zama Golf Course**

- **ADDRESS:** Camp Zama
- **PHONE:** 224-2002 (DSN) / 042-507-6534 (commercial)

- **Website**

  - "Always willing to help. Since I’m in a geographically separated unit, they always work with me when I need to go TDY to Yokota."
  - Lucas Crouch, Komaki Air Base (JASDF)

  - "Great service, clean rooms, close to BX."
  - James Smith, Yokota AB

**Camp Zama Golf Course**

- **ADDRESS:** Camp Zama Bldg. 807
- **PHONE:** 315-263-4975 (DSN) / 046-407-5284 (commercial)

- **Website**

  - "Always willing to help. Since I’m in a geographically separated unit, they always work with me when I need to go TDY to Yokota."
  - Lucas Crouch, Komaki Air Base (JASDF)

  - "Great service, clean rooms, close to BX."
  - James Smith, Yokota AB

**Camp Zama Community Club**

- **ADDRESS:** Camp Zama
- **PHONE:** 224-2002 (DSN) / 046-407-6534 (commercial)

- **Website**

  - "Always willing to help. Since I’m in a geographically separated unit, they always work with me when I need to go TDY to Yokota."
  - Lucas Crouch, Komaki Air Base (JASDF)

  - "Great service, clean rooms, close to BX."
  - James Smith, Yokota AB

**On behalf of our MWR Team,**

**Thank You Camp Zama**

**Could have done it without you,**

we’re proud to serve the Best Customers in the Pacific!
**Best On-Base Travel Agency**

**Atsugi Tours & Travel**
- **ADDRESS:** NAF Atsugi, Bldg. 978
- **PHONE:** 046-264-3786 (commercial)

“Mayumi at ITT at Atsugi is by far the best. She always creates amazing tours for us on Atsugi. She is also the best tour guide ever.”
- Chalynn Moody, NAF Atsugi

“Best options, rewards program, and Mayumi is the BEST!”
- Tamra Pickens, Camp Zama

**Yokota ITT**
- **ADDRESS:** Yokota AB, Bldg. 327
- **PHONE:** 227-7083 (DSN)

“Yokota ITT has cheap snowboard/travel trips to beautiful locations.”
- Christopher Gold, Yokota AB

“Courteous staff and lots of selections.”
- Karl Wiegand, Yokosuka NB

---

**Best MWR/FSS/MCCS**

**Zama MWR**
- **ADDRESS:** Camp Zama, Bldg. 102
- **PHONE:** 263-3690 (DSN)

**Yokota FSS**
- **ADDRESS:** Yokota AB, Bldg. 1295
- **PHONE:** 225-3308 (DSN)

---

**Thank You for Voting**

The Best Serving the Best! YOKOTA FSS
Best MWR / FSS / MCCS in Japan

---

**Thank you for voting and making us the Best On-Base Travel Agency for Small Base Mainland Japan!**

Learn more about our upcoming tours.

---

**Unlimited Digital Access**

Web + Mobile

Get access at stripes.com/digital
Overlooking One of the New Three Major Night Views of the World.

Hotel Nagasaki provides you with a wonderful stay in Nagasaki. From the moment of check-in, you will start to enjoy the breathtaking views throughout your stay. During the day, you can overlook the city of Nagasaki. You will also find world heritage sites around the city. There are also the beautiful port, the Megami Ohashi Bridge, and large passenger ships entering and berthing at the port. At night, the city will turn into a beautiful night view that has been selected as one of the New Three Major Night Views of the World. You will have the privilege of fully enjoying such a night view as we’re located on a hill.

Hashima Island (Gunkanjima)
Hashima Island (Gunkanjima) is an island located 11.4 miles off the coast of Nagasaki Port. It was registered as a World Cultural Heritage site in 2015 and can be visited by ferry boat.

Christ-related Heritage
The Oura Church is one of the most significant landmarks in Nagasaki’s history of Christianity. Built in 1664, it is the oldest Christian building in Japan. In July 2018, it was registered as a World Cultural Heritage site for the traditions of hidden Christians in the Nagasaki and Amakusa regions, when Christianity was prohibited.

Nagasaki Peace Park
Nagasaki Peace Park is a tranquil space that commemorates the atomic bombing of the city on Aug. 9, 1945, during World War II. It is next to the Atomic Bomb Museum and near the Peace Memorial Hall.

Access
Easy Access of only 15 minutes by car from Peace Park/Glover Garden/Mount Inasa/Nagasaki Chinatown, or 10 minutes by car from JR Nagasaki Station.
Tateyama Night View
Hotel Nagasaki
2-16-1, Tateyama, Nagasaki-city, Nagasaki (850-0007)
TEL: 095-811-0303 FAX: 095-826-1922
E-mail reservation@hotel-nagasaki.co.jp

Check our website!
https://hotel-nagasaki.jp
Shopping

**Best Exchange Store / Best Exchange Mini Mart/Express/Marine Mart**

**Best Exchange Store / Best Exchange Mini Mart/Express/Marine Mart**

**Co-winner: Hansen Exchange**
- Address: Camp Hansen, Bldg. 2419
- Phone: 623-5076 (commercial)
- Hansen Exchange has great customer service.
  - Paul Kinnard, Camp Butler
- Best selection of items. Great prices and sales.
  - Nohami Taylor, Camp Courtney

**Co-winner: Torii Express**
- Address: Torii Station, Bldg. 238
- Phone: 516-672-7638 (commercial)
- They have the friendliest and most committed staff despite being one of the smallest shoppettes in Okinawa.
  - Seungtaek Oh, Torii Station
- The Subway crews are always courteous and friendly.
  - Aoi Kinnaka, Local national

**Best Place for Off-Base Shopping**

**Aeon Mall Okinawa Rycom**
- Address: 1 Aza Rycom, Kitanakagusuku-son, Nakagami-gun, Okinawa 901-2306
- Phone: 098-983-8888
- It offers a wide variety of stores to select from. Offers covered parking during rainy days, large variety of restaurants, an indoor movie complex with English. It also has a video arcade center for family entertainment.
  - Geminiano Ramirez, Camp Foster
- Rycom is conveniently close to Kadena and Foster. It’s a large mall and I have been there at least 10 times and still haven’t seen the whole mall. There is also an aquarium on the first floor and it has a Daiso.
  - Jamie Zou, Kadena AB

**Best Place to Buy a Car**

**Johnny’s Used Cars**
- Address: 934-D Adaniya, Kitanakagusuku, Nakagami District, Okinawa 904-0117
- Phone: 098-982-0312
- I went into Johnny’s looking for a car and I got what I wanted. They made the process really simple, and I was done with everything within a couple of days.
  - Wilroy Mckenzie, Camp Foster
- Been using Johnny’s each time I’ve been stationed in Okinawa and the service gets better each time.
  - Sean Wright, Camp Foster
LOW Priced Rental cars Available!

LARGE Lot with huge inventory of high-quality vehicles to choose from!

1 Year Bumper to Bumper Warranty | Zero Down | 24-Month Interest Free Financing

To the entire military community in Okinawa that supported and voted for Johnny's Used Cars, a very big THANK YOU!!
You have made us the Best Place to Buy a Car in Okinawa!
With more changes in the works, Johnny's Used Cars will continue to serve you with higher quality vehicles, competitive pricing, outstanding customer service and the best overall car buying experience on island.
We were honored last year as runner up and very honored to be the best this year.

www.johnnys-cars.com

Mon-Sat, 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Sun, 10:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Tel: 098-982-0312 Camp Foster Gate #6 (Main Office)
**Okinawa White Dental Clinic**

**Address:** 813-2 Kamisedo, Chatan  
**Phone:** 098-989-3780

- “Friendly staff. For civilians, they fill out your claims for you. English speaking staff and dentist.”  
  - Bettina Quiroz, Camp Foster
- “Very clean facility with insanely polite staff.”  
  - Esmeralda Gastelum, Kadena AB

**Adventist Medical Center**

**Address:** 868 Kochi, Nishihara, Okinawa 903-0116  
**Phone:** 098-946-2833

- “They offer down-to-earth care and follow-up!”  
  - Shawn Shavers, Retired
- “Very friendly staff and the receptionist answered all our questions and provided additional places to get more treatment. She even followed up with us the following day.”  
  - Walines Metayer, Camp Hansen

**Central Housing**

**Address:** 2F Miya Bldg. 2-17-2 Chuo, Okinawa City, Okinawa 904-0004  
**Phone:** 098-939-5121

- “Central housing has been very helpful, responsive, and understanding over the past 3 years. They are very knowledgeable and supportive of their customers’ needs.”  
  - Earl Jackson, Camp Kinser
- “Central housing was very helpful for us finding our home for the next 3 years. They were not pushy and let us look at rentals at our own pace. We love them for how attentive they are with any issues that we mention. They definitely get things fixed right away.”  
  - Luverne Camingue, Camp Foster

**The Palms (Hansen)**

**Address:** Camp Hansen, Bldg. 2654  
**Phone:** 315-623-4375 (DSN)

- “Love their Catfish Fridays.”  
  - Ramon Harina, Camp Schwab
- “Love their Mongolian food, wide selection of food, great and fast service and great prices.”  
  - Omar Alcantara, Camp Kinser

**Kadena Marina**

**Address:** Bldg. 3500  
**Phone:** 315-966-7345 (DSN), 036-868-2228 (commercial)

- “My scuba go-to! Love the friendly staff and great trips at Kadena Marina!”  
  - Hannah Sprague, Kadena AB
- “I’ll always have great memories of swimming with friends out by the marina. Not to mention the meals at Seaside.”  
  - Logan Beeney, Kadena AB

**Best on-Base Clubs**

**Kadena Rocker Enlisted Club**

**Address:** Kadena AB, Bldg. 622  
**Phone:** 315-986-7372 (DSN)

- “Kadena Rocker has great restaurants, karaoke, Bingo, a coffee shop with Cheesecake Factory items, and slot machines.”  
  - Nicole Albrecht, Kadena AB
- “The Kadena Rocker Enlisted Club has been a great venue for all my work events.”  
  - Lauren Padilla, Torii Station

**Best Amusement Park/Theme Park**

**Okinawa Churaumi Aquarium**

**Address:** 424 Ishikawa, Motobu-cho, Kunigami-gun, Okinawa  
**Phone:** 0980-48-3748

- “Churaumi Aquarium has Whale Sharks and gorgeous grounds.”  
  - Nicole Albrecht, Kadena AB
- “This is the best aquarium.”  
  - Lisa Copeda, Camp Courtney

**Best On-Base Outdoor Rec**

**Torii Outdoor Rec**

**Address:** Torii Station, Bldg. T-315  
**Phone:** 315-644-4659 (DSN)

- “The staff is super friendly and informative, and always goes the extra mile to ensure that all of your needs are met.”  
  - Douglas Kennedy, MCAS Futenma
- “Awesome customer service and very reasonable prices. Staff super helpful setting up my event.”  
  - Clinton Battles, Torii Station

**Best Medical Service**

**Adventist Medical Center**

**Address:** 868 Kochi, Nishihara, Okinawa 903-0116  
**Phone:** 098-946-2833

**Best Dental Clinic**

**Okinawa White Dental Clinic**

**Address:** 813-2 Kamisedo, Chatan  
**Phone:** 098-989-3780

- “Friendly staff. For civilians, they fill out your claims for you. English speaking staff and dentist.”  
  - Bettina Quiroz, Camp Foster
- “Very clean facility with insanely polite staff.”  
  - Esmeralda Gastelum, Kadena AB

**Best Real Estate Agency**

**Central Housing**

**Address:** 2F Miya Bldg. 2-17-2 Chuo, Okinawa City, Okinawa 904-0004  
**Phone:** 098-939-5121

- “Central housing has been very helpful, responsive, and understanding over the past 3 years. They are very knowledgeable and supportive of their customers’ needs.”  
  - Earl Jackson, Camp Kinser
- “Central housing was very helpful for us finding our home for the next 3 years. They were not pushy and let us look at rentals at our own pace. We love them for how attentive they are with any issues that we mention. They definitely get things fixed right away.”  
  - Luverne Camingue, Camp Foster

**Best On-Base Dining**

**Chili’s Grill & Bar**

- “Very clean facility with insanely polite staff.”  
  - Esmeralda Gastelum, Kadena AB

**Kadena Castles**

- “The Kadena Rocker Enlisted Club has been a great venue for all my work events.”  
  - Lauren Padilla, Torii Station

**Kadena Marina**

**Address:** Bldg. 3500  
**Phone:** 315-966-7345 (DSN), 036-868-2228 (commercial)

- “My scuba go-to! Love the friendly staff and great trips at Kadena Marina!”  
  - Hannah Sprague, Kadena AB
- “I’ll always have great memories of swimming with friends out by the marina. Not to mention the meals at Seaside.”  
  - Logan Beeney, Kadena AB

**Essential**

**Chili’s Grill & Bar**

- “Love their Catfish Fridays.”  
  - Ramon Harina, Camp Schwab
- “Love their Mongolian food, wide selection of food, great and fast service and great prices.”  
  - Omar Alcantara, Camp Kinser
**BEST ON-BASE RESTAURANT**

**$ Tengan Castle (Courtney)**
ADDRESS: Camp Courtney, Bldg. 4419
PHONE: 315-622-9413 (DSN)

*“Tengan Castle has great service and prices!”*
-Lauren Padilla, Torii Station

*“Food is always fresh with a great view.”*
-Jesus Meza, Camp Courtney

**$ Okuma Surfside Grill & Bar**
ADDRESS: Okuma, Kunigami, Okinawa 905-1412
PHONE: 315-631-1805 (DSN)

*“Best brick oven-baked pizza on the island!”*
-Yumeka Duncan, Kadena AB

**$ Chili’s Grill & Bar (Kadena)**
ADDRESS: Kadena AB, Bldg. 105
PHONE: 315-966-7360 (DSN)

*“The food tastes amazing and is a great reminder of home. The staff is also friendly and the service is quick.”*
-Christel Dalton, Camp Kinser

*“The environment is very cheerful and inviting, the food is top tier and the employees are always friendly.”*
-Kilana Allen, Kadena AB

---

**Seaside Cafe Hanon**
The Best Pancakes Place in Okinawa

**BEST BIG BASE**
Kadena FSS

**BEST ON-BASE RESTAURANT**
Chili’s Grill & Bar

**BEST ON-BASE OUTDOOR REC**
Kadena Marina

**BEST ON-BASE ENLISTED/O’CLUB**
Rocker Enlisted Club

**BEST ON-BASE SUNDAY BRUNCH**
Kadena Officers’ Club

Visit kadenafss.com to get to know more about our programs!
YOUR U.S. MILITARY RESORT IN SEOUL

Exclusively open to U.S. Military Service Members, Families, and DoD Civilians, and conveniently located in USAG Yongsan. Enjoy classic American comforts and a taste of home by staying with the U.S. Military for your next trip to Seoul.

For the latest offers and special leisure rates, visit

www.dragonhilllodge.com
AN ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER

SPACIOUS HOTEL ROOMS
Our American style guestrooms and suites make a welcoming home base for all your Seoul searching. Whether it’s a short staycation or a long stay, you will find the best deal for U.S. Military Service Members, Families, and DoD Civilians on our website.

HOTEL DINING
In many ways, dining at Dragon Hill Lodge is an event itself. Our restaurants and eateries celebrate American favorites with inspired flair, scratch-made quality, and exceptional service.

EVENTS
You’ll find special holiday events and happenings year round at Dragon Hill Lodge. You never know what’s in store, but you can depend on it being family-friendly fun that doesn’t break the bank.

YOUR U.S. MILITARY RESORT IN SEOUL

HEALTH CLUB
Discover why even the locals go out of their way to secure memberships at The POiNT Health Club. With an array of strength training and cardio equipment, it’s got everything you need for a complete workout, as well as a refreshing steam bath and dry sauna.

INDOOR POOL AND HOT TUB
Swim a few laps or just enjoying splashing around at our large, indoor pool! Afterwards, enjoy complete relaxation at the adjacent indoor hot tub, or soak in the sunshine at our outdoor lounge area.
**Best of Pacific 2023-24**

### Traveling

#### Best Off-Base Lodging

**Inns of the Corps (Hansen)**
- **ADDRESS:** Camp Hansen, Bldg. 2504
- **PHONE:** 315-623-4511 (DSN)
- *“The staff at Hansen’s Inn of the Corps is friendly.”* - Buddy Hakala, Kadena AB
- *“Amazing, hardworking and friendly staff! The building has new construction and is well maintained, which is a big benefit for those with health concerns while on the island.”* - Mina Houtary, Camp Hansen

**Shogun Inn & Hershey TLF (Kadena)**
- **ADDRESS:** Kadena AB, Bldg. 332
- **PHONE:** 315-632-1010 (DSN)
- *“The employees at Shogun Inn are very kind and prompt with addressing any questions or concerns you have.”* - Lauren Padilla, Torii Station
- *“Pet friendly makes a huge difference!!”* - Katie Super, MCAS Futenma

#### Best Off-Base Restaurant

**Curry House CoCo Ichibanya**
- **ADDRESS:** Multiple locations across Japan.
- *“Very good food, large portions, small bill.”* - Jesus Meza, Camp Courtney
- *“Best of the best!”* - Derek Neang, Kadena AB

**Seaside Café Hanon**
- **ADDRESS:** OAK Fashion Building B-3, 9-39 Mihama, Chatan Cho, Nakagami-gun, Okinawa
- **PHONE:** 098-989-0653
- *“Seaside Café Hanon has the best fluffy pancakes!”* - Maria Owens, Camp Foster
- *“They have the best food selection.”* - Marcus Lowe, Kadena AB

#### Best On-Base Lodging

**The Hilton Okinawa Chatan Resort**
- **ADDRESS:** 40-1 Mihama, Chatan-cho, Nakagami-gun, Okinawa 904-0115
- **PHONE:** 098-901-1111
- *“This is such a great hotel. Good price, great views, great location and friendly service.”* - Omar Alcantara, Camp Kinser
- *“The most amazing view. I loved sitting out on the balcony drinking coffee and watching the boats and dolphins. The sound of the waves was so relaxing. The pools were fun and convenient.”* - Stacie Robinson, Camp Foster

**Camp Butler Officers’ Club**
- **ADDRESS:** 79-4 Tamagami, Chatan, Nakagami District, Okinawa 904-0106
- **PHONE:** 315-645-7530 (DSN)
- *“The food at Butler’s O’Club is delicious and they have a great variety!”* - Ashly Molina, Camp Kinser

**Kadena Officers’ Club**
- **ADDRESS:** Kadena AB, Bldg. 313
- **PHONE:** 315-966-7409 (DSN)
- *“Simply wonderful selection and great atmosphere.”* - Christopher Ezeff, Camp Kinser
- *“The best brunch buffet is at the Kadena Officer’s Club. They have a vast selection of food, and it’s all high quality.”* - Elissa Fleerke, Camp Schwab

**Co-Winner: Camp Butler Officers’ Club**
- *“The staff at Hansen’s Inn of the Corps is friendly.”* - Buddy Hakala, Kadena AB
- *“Amazing, hardworking and friendly staff! The building has new construction and is well maintained, which is a big benefit for those with health concerns while on the island.”* - Mina Houtary, Camp Hansen

**Co-Winner: Tengan Castle (Courtney)**
- *“The employees at Shogun Inn are very kind and prompt with addressing any questions or concerns you have.”* - Lauren Padilla, Torii Station
- *“Pet friendly makes a huge difference!!”* - Katie Super, MCAS Futenma

#### Best Sunday Brunch

**Tengan Castle (Courtney)**
- **ADDRESS:** Camp Courtney, Bldg. 4419
- **PHONE:** 315-622-9413 (DSN)
- *“The staff at Hansen’s Inn of the Corps is friendly.”* - Buddy Hakala, Kadena AB
- *“Amazing, hardworking and friendly staff! The building has new construction and is well maintained, which is a big benefit for those with health concerns while on the island.”* - Mina Houtary, Camp Hansen

**Kadena Officers’ Club**
- *“The staff at Hansen’s Inn of the Corps is friendly.”* - Buddy Hakala, Kadena AB
- *“Amazing, hardworking and friendly staff! The building has new construction and is well maintained, which is a big benefit for those with health concerns while on the island.”* - Mina Houtary, Camp Hansen

**Curry House CoCo Ichibanya**
- *“Very good food, large portions, small bill.”* - Jesus Meza, Camp Courtney
- *“Best of the best!”* - Derek Neang, Kadena AB

**Seaside Café Hanon**
- *“Seaside Café Hanon has the best fluffy pancakes!”* - Maria Owens, Camp Foster
- *“They have the best food selection.”* - Marcus Lowe, Kadena AB

#### Best MWR/FSS/MCCS

**ARMY MWR Okinawa Torii Station**
- **ADDRESS:** Torii Station, Bldg. 240, Room 106
- **PHONE:** 315-966-7333 (DSN)
- *“My favorite place to go when I want to explore the island but don’t know where to start. The pricing is always fair and the staff is so informative.”* - Emeralda Gastelum, Kadena AB
- *“Very polite! I love that they have a Facebook page with lots of great information. The videos/samples of various tours are helpful and informative.”* - Sabrina Smith, Kadena AB

**Kadena FSS**
- **ADDRESS:** Kadena AB, Bldg. 88
- **PHONE:** 315-632-0310 (DSN)
- *“My favorite place to go when I want to explore the island but don’t know where to start. The pricing is always fair and the staff is so informative.”* - Emeralda Gastelum, Kadena AB
- *“Very polite! I love that they have a Facebook page with lots of great information. The videos/samples of various tours are helpful and informative.”* - Sabrina Smith, Kadena AB
OKINAWA

MC2 Kelly Meyer

“My secret to success is good listening skills and lots of coffee! I also must give credit to my many amazing radio guests.”

– MC2 Kelly Meyer

“She has a pleasant voice to listen to. She is well spoken and does great interviews.”
– Heather Robinson, Kadena AB

“Friendly voice.”
– Paul Astorga Ochoa, Camp Foster

KOREA

PFC Jada Williams (DJ Jazzy J)

“Honestly, it comes down to two things: 1. Putting in the work leading up to going on air. All the work I do the day prior makes my morning show run so smoothly. And, 2. Just having fun while on the mic. I always hope the listeners can feel that I enjoy providing them entertainment and information throughout the morning. I think that goes a long way to having a good radio program.”

– PFC Jada Williams (DJ Jazzy J)

“Always ready with plenty useful updates.”
– Adara Thomas, Camp Walker

“PFC Jada Williams is amazing.”
– Paul Brooks, Camp Carroll

SPC Amanda McLean (DJ Die Hard)

“My key to success is being involved in the Camp Humphreys community, news notifications on my cell phone, and 3 energy drinks before 10 a.m.”

– SPC Amanda McLean (DJ Die Hard)

“DJ Die Hard has a great personality.”
– Ron Kim, Camp Humphreys

“She is funny.”
– Noah Berg, Camp Humphreys
The Camp Humphreys TAP Center is
part of your Transition TEAM, cheering you on as
you reach your GOALS!
TAP provides counseling, employment and education workshops, and seminars to service members and their families considering transitioning from the military.

We prepare and connect with transitioning personnel to ensure them the greatest opportunities for successful personal and career achievement upon transition from active-duty service.

TACKLE your Transition!

Visit us in Maude Hall, Building 6400, Suite W301
Or Call 050-3357-2101 / DSN 757-2101

Don’t take a TIME OUT!
Visit the TAP Center as early as 18 months before ETS
or 24 months of Retirement and SCORE your first appointment!
You must visit the TAP Center No-Later-Than (NLT) 12 months before separation to avoid a YELLOW FLAG!
**Shopping**

**Best Exchange Store/Best Exchange Mini Mart/Express/Marina Mart**

**K-16 PX**
- **ADDRESS:** K-16 Air Base, Bldg. 244
- **PHONE:** 070-7597-0623 (commercial)

“K-16 PX has the friendliest staff.”
- Braden Welsh, USAG Yongsan/K-16

“Everything we need is located here and special requests can be made as well.”
- Ethel Cameron, USAG Yongsan/K-16

**Humphreys Main Exchange**
- **ADDRESS:** Camp Humphreys, Bldg. 5700
- **PHONE:** 031-646-2800 (commercial)

“I chose Humphreys Main Exchange because it is very welcoming and it really lives up to its standards and service to the military.”
- Avin Conley, Camp Humphreys

“Humphreys Main Exchange has everything you need, such as electronics, video games, clothes, and necessities. The food court has many delicious options and Texas Roadhouse is just a 5-minute walk. Also in the building are multiple shops and vendor stands where you can buy awesome gifts for family and friends back home.”
- Fayina Moore, Suwon AB

**Starfield COEX Mall**
- **ADDRESS:** 513 Yeongdongdaero Gangnam-gu, Seoul (Samseong-dong)
- **PHONE:** 02-6002-5300

“Reminds me of U.S. malls but better.”
- Carine Mazon, Camp Humphreys

“Very Americanized and accepts American cards.”
- Patrick Scott, Camp Humphreys

“Facebook page is the most reliable place to get a good car for your time stationed in Korea.”
- Eben Afoji, Camp Humphreys

“Easier since it’s soldier to soldier.”
- Emilio Noriega, Suwon AB

**Best Cellphone Provider**

**LG U+**
- **ADDRESS:** Various locations.
- **PHONE:** 080-850-1891

“They were able to quickly connect my stateside phone. Additionally, when everyone else’s phone isn’t working, mine is.”
- Sadie Colbert, Kunsan AB

“Great connection on and off base as well as while traveling. It might be a bit more expensive than KT but I have only had great experiences, especially with its on wifi when traveling Seoul.”
- Ruby Garcia, Camp Humphreys

**Best Place for Off-Base Shopping**

**Starfield COEX Mall**

**Best Place to Buy a Car**

**Facebook (Online)**
- **WEBSITE:** www.Facebook.com

“Reminds me of U.S. malls but better.”
- Carine Mazon, Camp Humphreys

“Very Americanized and accepts American cards.”
- Patrick Scott, Camp Humphreys

“The Facebook page is the most reliable place to get a good car for your time stationed in Korea.”
- Eben Afoji, Camp Humphreys

“Easier since it’s soldier to soldier.”
- Emilio Noriega, Suwon AB (ROK)
Follow us on Instagram @starsandstripespacific

**BEST ON-BASE OUTDOOR REC**

**K-16 Community Activity Center**
ADDRESS: K-16 Air Base, Bldg. 302
PHONE: 315-722-8103 (DSN)

*“It has everything you need to play any sport.”*
- Mauricio Gonzalez, USAG Yongsan/K-16

*“The K-16 Community Activity Center team goes all out to give us a good time.”*
- George Delisle, USAG Yongsan/K-16

**Humphreys Outdoor Rec**
ADDRESS: Camp Humphreys, Bldg. 110
PHONE: 315-755-1677 (DSN)

*“I love all the options Humphreys Outdoor Rec has for rentals!”*
- Adrienne Snyder, Camp Humphreys

*“Humphreys Outdoor Rec has a huge selection of rental equipment.”*
- Adelaida Pennebacker, Camp Humphreys

**BEST AMUSEMENT PARK/THEME PARK**

**Lotte World Adventure**
ADDRESS: 240 Olympic-ro Songpa-Gu, Seoul
PHONE: 020-1661-2000

*“It’s one of the best attractions in Korea for family entertainment and focus toward kids.”*
- John Behrend, Camp Walker

*“Lotte World is a great amusement park because it offers a lot to do for all ages while staying indoors. If you want some place to go that is safe from all the elements of the outside while still having fun, then it’s a great place to be.”*
- Dailene Hime, Osan AB

**BEST DENTAL CLINIC**

**C&I Dental, Pyeongtaek-si**
ADDRESS: 3 Anjeong Shopping-ro Ga-dong B1, Paengsungeup, Pyeongtaek-si
EMAIL: chodmd@naver.com
PHONE: 031-654-3368

*“From removing wisdom teeth from 3 of my kids to dealing with my youngest who has special needs, Dr. Cho and his staff are truly heroes in my book. Others may be good, but C&I is the best.”*
- Brian Godfrey, Camp Humphreys

*“Honest and transparent. They do not push unnecessary treatments and they do a thorough job on the treatment they do perform.”*
- Mike Jones, Osan AB

**BEST OFF-BASE MEDICAL SERVICE**

**Samsung Medical Center, Seoul**
ADDRESS: 81 Irwon-Ro Gangnam-gu, Seoul 06351
PHONE: 020-3410-0200

*“Really helpful and very informative.”*
- Pedro Aguilar, USAG Yongsan/K-16

*“They speak English and are very professional.”*
- Humberto Espinoza, USAG Yongsan/K-16

**BEST REAL ESTATE AGENCY**

**Julie’s Realty**
ADDRESS: Pangsong-Eup, Anjung Soonhwan-Ro 106-1, Pyongtaek-City, Kyongki-Do
PHONE: 010-5369-8731

*“Julie’s Realty was very accommodating, worked well with us and was very fast.”*
- Juliana Nontoro, Camp Humphreys

*“Very friendly. Good English. Kept us informed and always willing to help us get through some of the extra stuff that comes up in Korea like having to mail to a Korean address.”*
- Jessica Lynch, Camp Humphreys

**BEST ON-BASE CLUBS**

**Kunsan Loring Club**
ADDRESS: Kunsan AB, Bldg. 1025
PHONE: 315-782-4312 (DSN)

*“The L is the best on-base club out of every on-base club because of the amazing staff.”*
- Angela Hall, Kunsan AB

*“Kunsan Loring Club has cheap drinks.”*
- Xavier Heard, Kunsan AB

**Flightline Tap Room (Humphreys)**
ADDRESS: Camp Humphreys, Bldg. 1432
PHONE: 315-755-0327 (DSN)

*“The only place I have been in since I came here last year. Has slot machines, food, and just about everything you want in a club. I went there once to catch a concert by the Dru Hill, and it was awesome!”*
- Paul Alfred, Camp Humphreys

*“The Taproom always has fun events for people of all ages.”*
- Amanda McLean, Camp Humphreys

Follow us on Instagram @starsandstripespacific
**BEST TRAVEL AGENCY**

**DHL Discover Seoul (Yongsan)**
- **ADDRESS:** USAG Yongsan, Bldg. 4050
- **PHONE:** 315-738-2222 Ext. 2 (DSN) / 020-6903-6286/6234 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

“DHL Discover Seoul has an awesome team.”
- Patrick Chrraw, Camp Humphreys

**BEST TRAVEL AGENCY**

**DHL Discover Seoul (Humphreys)**
- **ADDRESS:** Camp Humphreys, Bldg. 1949
- **PHONE:** 315-755-0233 (DSN) / 31-692-0825 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

**BEST TRAVEL AGENCY**

**MWR Yongsan**
- **ADDRESS:** USAG Yongsan, Bldg. 2451
- **PHONE:** 050-3322-4400 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

**BEST TRAVEL AGENCY**

**MWR Humphreys**
- **ADDRESS:** Camp Humphreys, Bldg. 1949
- **PHONE:** 050-3355-1671 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

**BEST TRAVEL AGENCY**

**MWR Small Base**
- **ADDRESS:** Multiple locations.
- **PHONE:** 050-3322-4400 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

**BEST TRAVEL AGENCY**

**MWR Big Base**
- **ADDRESS:** Multiple locations.
- **PHONE:** 050-3322-4400 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

**BEST OFF-BASE RESTAURANT**

**McDonald’s**
- **ADDRESS:** Multiple locations.
- **WEBSITE**

“Tastes just like American McDonald’s.”
- Timmy Le, Osan AB

“Good food.”
- Anthony Mosely, Osan AB

**BEST SUNDAY BRUNCH**

**Kunsan Loring Club**
- **ADDRESS:** Kunsan AB, Bldg. 1025
- **PHONE:** 315-782-4312 (DSN)
- **WEBSITE**

“The food is amazing and the waiters/waitresses remember us and cater very well to each person. The options are nice, and the food never disappoints.”
- Sadie Calbert, Kunsan AB

“They have good mimosas.”
- Kristin Goldtooth, Kunsan AB

**Osan Officer’s Club**
- **ADDRESS:** Osan AB, Bldg. 910
- **PHONE:** 315-784-6900 (DSN), 0505-784-6900 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

“I love everything about the Osan Officer’s Club Sunday brunch, from food to service.”
- Kenita Mathis, Kunsan AB

“Osan Officers Club has a weekly Sunday brunch which serves a variety of breakfast food as well as regular food. There’s also a ticket to get 1 mimosa with a purchase of the buffet.”
- Fayina Moore, Osan AB

**OFF BASE**

**Le Pain Cafe Bakery**
- **ADDRESS:** AnJeongSunHwan-Ro, 68-29, Pyongtaek-City, Kyongki-Do
- **PHONE:** 31-652-5336
- **WEBSITE**

“Everything is yummy and delicious on their menu.”
- Maupua Pouima, Camp Humphreys

“Fabulous foods and service.”
- Melissa Edwards, Osan AB

**BEST ON-BASE LODGING**

**Wolf Pack Lodge (Kunsan)**
- **ADDRESS:** Kunsan AB, Bldg. 314
- **PHONE:** 315-782-1844 (DSN)
- **WEBSITE**

“I had no problem when I stayed. Always enjoy the breakfast Humphreys Lodge serves up.”
- Junghyun Lee, Camp Walker

“Very spacious and located by the gym and Burger King!”
- Rahal Beikalai, Osan AB

**BEST ON-BASE LODGING**

**Humphreys Lodge**
- **ADDRESS:** Camp Humphreys, Bldg. 121
- **PHONE:** 315-755-0233 (DSN) / 31-692-0825 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

“I had no problem when I stayed. Always enjoy the breakfast Humphreys Lodge serves up.”
- Junghyun Lee, Camp Walker

“Very spacious and located by the gym and Burger King!”
- Rahal Beikalai, Osan AB

**BEST MWR/FSS/MCCS**

**MWR Yongsan**
- **ADDRESS:** Multiple locations.
- **HQ:** Camp Casey, Bldg. 2451
- **PHONE:** 050-3322-4400 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

**MWR Humphreys**
- **ADDRESS:** Camp Humphreys, Bldg. 1949
- **PHONE:** 050-3355-1671 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

**BEST MWR/FSS/MCCS**

**MWR Yongsan**
- **ADDRESS:** Multiple locations.
- **HQ:** Camp Casey, Bldg. 2451
- **PHONE:** 050-3322-4400 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**

**MWR Humphreys**
- **ADDRESS:** Camp Humphreys, Bldg. 1949
- **PHONE:** 050-3355-1671 (commercial)
- **WEBSITE**
THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING US TO HELP SHARE THE MEMORIES

Life overseas may move at a different pace, but with the fastest mobile network in the Marianas, you never have to worry about missing out on life’s most shareable moments.

Thank you for your service and for choosing DOCOMO PACIFIC as Best Cellphone Provider!
Guam Main Navy Exchange

ADDRESS: Naval Base Guam, Bldg. 258
PHONE: 315-239-3251 (DSN) / 671-564-3178 (commercial)

“Wide selection of products, beautiful store, wide aisles, pleasant staff.”
- Marybeth Torres, Andersen Air Force Base

“Guam Navy Exchange has the best customer service ever. Always treats a customer as family, a welcomed individual.”
- Alejandary DeLore, Naval Base Guam

DoCoMo Pacific

ADDRESS: 890 S. Marine Corps Dr., Tamuning 96913
PHONE: 671-688-2273

“DoCoMo Pacific’s service is exceptional!”
- Job Bamo, Naval Base Guam

“DoCoMo Pacific has fewer dead zones down south.”
- Tricia Duenas, Naval Base Guam

Ross Dress for Less

ADDRESS: 199 Chalan San Antonio, Tamuning 96913
PHONE: 671-646-7677

“Great deals.”
- Alejandary DeLore, Naval Base Guam

“Ross is one of the cheapest places to shop.”
- Emily Mandapat, Naval Base Guam

Atkins Kroll Guam

ADDRESS: 443 S Marine Corps Drive, Tamuning 96913
PHONE: 671-649-6410

“Attens Kroll has the best customer service.”
- Alejandary DeLore, Naval Base Guam

“That’s where I always buy my cars.”
- Alan Rapolla, Naval Base Guam

Naval Base Guam Rec-N-Crew Outdoor Recreation

ADDRESS: Naval Base Guam, Bldg. 25018
PHONE: 671-366-5197 (commercial)

“They have a variety of items that can be rented out.”
- Tanya Cruz, Naval Base Guam
THANK YOU FOR VOTING ATKINS KROLL
BEST PLACE TO BUY A CAR

Atkins Kroll, Inc.
443 South Marine Corps Drive,
Tamuning, Guam 96913

Showroom Hours: Monday – Friday 8am to 7pm
Saturday 8am to 5pm  1 Sunday 10am to 4pm

Call 671-649-6410

HERE FOR GUAM. HERE FOR LIFE.

Shop online at AKguam.com
Guam Reef Hotel offers hospitality and high quality entertainment venue. Located in the center of the shopping and entertainment district and within walking distance of all the exciting Tumon attractions.

**HEALTH & SAFETY**

The health and safety of our guests and employees is our first priority. In consideration of the ongoing COVID-19 situation, we have enhanced our standards of cleanliness and hygiene protocols and are taking precautionary and response measures that meet the “Safe Travels” standard by World Travel & Tourism Council. For more information, please visit our website.

**ROOMS**

Guam Reef Hotel has 426 well-appointed stylish rooms and is located in the heart of Tumon. Our Beach Tower and Infinity Tower offer you a wide range of rooms from modern minimalist to rooms with panoramic views of Tumon Bay. All rooms include a flat-screen TV, hot/cold water dispenser and free Wi-Fi for your pleasant stay.

**FITNESS & AMENITIES**

A fitness room (678 sq ft) is available to help you unwind and further enhance your stay with us. We also have a microwave on every floor and a free laundry facility located at the lobby level, available 24 hours for your convenience.

http://guamreef.com/en/
For Reservations:

1-671-649-2229 / 1-671-646-6881
reservations@guamreef.com

*Military Rates available

1317 Pale San Vitores Road, Tamuning, Guam 96913
**BEST AMUSEMENT PARK/THREE PARK**
**CO-WINNER** Tagada Amusement Park
ADDRESS: 1425 Pale San Vitores Rd, Tamuning 96913
PHONE: 671-477-8217

**CO-WINNER** Pacific Island Club
ADDRESS: 210 Pale San Vitores Rd, Tamuning 96913
PHONE: 671-477-8217

“Great restaurant at the Skylight, and fun water park.”
- Manuel Quichocho, Off base

“Ordot Dental is up-to-date with latest technology.”
- Alexiana Marie Delorio, Naval Base Guam

**BEST DENTAL CLINIC**
**CO-WINNER** Ordot Dental Clinic
ADDRESS: 159 Judge Seblan St, Ordot 96910
PHONE: 671-477-8217

“Ordot Dental is up-to-date with latest technology.”
- Alexiana Marie Delorio, Naval Base Guam

**BEST OFF-BASE MEDICAL SERVICES**
**CO-WINNER** American Medical Center
ADDRESS: 1244 Marine Corps Dr, Tamuning 96913
PHONE: 671-647-8262

“They are very professional, helpful and fast.”
- Dilmaidil Skebong, Naval Base Guam

**CO-WINNER** Guam Regional Medical City
ADDRESS: 133 Route 3, Dededo 96929
PHONE: 671-645-5500

“Great medical service, health care, and specialty services.”
- Manuel Quichocho, Off base

**BEST REAL ESTATE AGENCY**
**CO-WINNER** RE/MAX Diamond Realty
ADDRESS: 238 Marine Corps Dr. #202, Hagåtña 96910
PHONE: 671-479-9532

“Love the music and atmosphere.”
- Tanya Cruz, Naval Base Guam

“Great restaurant at the Skylight, and fun water park.”
- Manuel Quichocho, Off base

**BEST ON-BASE ENLISTED/O’CLUB**
**CO-WINNER** Torpedoes & Tomahawks (NBG)
ADDRESS: Naval Base Guam, Bldg. 75
PHONE: 315-564-1833

“They are very professional and friendly.”
- Dilmaidil Skebong, Naval Base Guam

**CO-WINNER** Century 21
ADDRESS: 341 S Marine Corps Drive, Suite 205 R.K. Professional Plaza, Tamuning 96913
PHONE: 671-649-3121

“Good sandwiches and burgers at Torpedoes & Tomahawks.”
- Manuel Quichocho, Off base
THANK YOU FOR VOTING US
BEST OFF-BASE
RESTAURANT
IN GUAM. WE ARE TRULY HONORED.

Si Yu’os Ma’åse!
(Thank you!)

130 E Marine Corps Drive, Ste 103, Hagåtña, Guam, 96910
Book your reservation at reservations@mesklag Guam.com
671-479-2652/3 @mesklag Guam /MesklaGuam @meskla
Serving Those Who Serve

GTA’s Choice Bundles help military families stay connected and save.

Are you tired of slow internet speeds and unreliable mobile services? We understand. Staying connected with your loved ones back home can be challenging, but it doesn’t have to be.

GTA Home Internet is fast, reliable, and secure, providing you with high-speed connectivity for all your online needs. Whether you need to video chat with your family or stream your favorite shows, our internet service has got you covered. And with our advanced security features like Bark Jr., you can rest easy knowing that your family’s online activities are protected.

Our wireless mobile is designed to meet the unique needs of military families living abroad. We offer the best smartphones and affordable plans with unlimited talk, text, and data, so you can stay in touch with your loved ones back home without worrying about high costs.

With the best in digital TV entertainment, you can enjoy access to over 140 channels including network TV shows, news programs and music channels in stunning HD as well as premium movie channels and TV Everywhere access.

With all these great services, what else is there? Bundles! Create your own bundle of services and save! Select your internet speed and add on more services to save more. Visit our bundle calculator to see how easy it is to save. One bill, one provider, no headaches!

Don’t let slow and unreliable services keep you from staying connected with your loved ones back home. Contact us today to learn more about how we can help you stay connected no matter where you are in the world.

Call us at 671-644-4482
Visit us at www.gta.net

gta
We start with you
### Best Off-Base Restaurant

**Mosa’s Joint**

**Address:** 324 W Soledad Ave, Hagåtña 96910  
**Phone:** 671-969-2469  

- Mosa’s has some authentic food.  
  —Nan Lipai, Naval Base Guam  
- Love the ambiance, their staff is great, and the food is delicious.  
  —Dilmaidil Sekbong, Naval Base Guam  

**Website**

### Best Off-Base Lodging

**Navy Gateway Inn & Suites (NBG)**

**Address:** Naval Base Guam, Bldg. 2000  
**Phone:** 315-339-5259 (DSN)/671-339-5259 (commercial)  

- They take good care of their military patrons.  
  —Cecilia Woodrome, Naval Base Guam  
- Navy Gateway has a friendly staff.  
  —Tanya Cruz, Naval Base Guam  

**Website**

### Best On-Base Restaurant

**Popeyes**

**Address:** Naval Base Guam, Bldg. 258  
**Phone:** 671-564-3035 (commercial)  

- They have the crunchy chicken and the best flavor.  
  —Alexani Mary Delorrie, Naval Base Guam  
- Their corn is goooood.  
  —Tanya Cruz, Naval Base Guam  

### Best On-Base Lodging

**The Westin Resort Guam**

**Address:** 105 Gun Beach Rd, Tamuning 96913  
**Phone:** 671-647-1020  

- Exceptional high-tech rooms... gorgeous ocean views... great on-site restaurant.  
  —Marybeth Torres, Andersen AB  
- The view from Tsubaki Tower is amazing.  
  —Nan Lipai, Naval Base Guam  

**Website**

### Best Sunday Brunch

**The Westin Resort Guam**

**Address:** 105 Gun Beach Rd, Tamuning 96913  
**Phone:** 671-647-1020  

- Great Sunday Brunch, and entertainment.  
  —Manuel Quichocho, Off base  

**Website**

### Best Travel Agency

**Naval Base Guam Tickets & Travel**

**Address:** Naval Base Guam, Bldg. 1980  
**Phone:** 671-989-2301 (commercial)  

- Naval Base Guam Tickets & Travel staff is very helpful.  
  —Marybeth Torres, Andersen AB  
- Very helpful.  
  —Dilmaidil Sekbong, Naval Base Guam  

**Website**

### Congratulations to this year’s gift card winners!

Six lucky voters in this year’s contest found it pays, in more ways than one, to make their voices heard about what they think is best.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Card Value</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun Reed</td>
<td>Yokota</td>
<td>$300</td>
<td>My Family and I have enjoyed the cultural experience of living in Japan, especially the food. We’ll use the card mostly on school supplies and a few home essentials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Pittman</td>
<td>Atsugi</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>The best thing about Japan is the culture and the yummy fresh sushi! And this card will be used to buy things for our dogs. They are spoiled rotten.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jun Reed  
Jacob Pittman
The New Sanno Hotel (Tokyo)
ADDRESS: 4 Chome-12-20 Minamiazabu, Minato City, Tokyo 106-0047
PHONE: 315-227-8801, 03-6868-2311 (commercial)

“The New Sanno is the best, always a treat, clean, perfect location in Tokyo, awesome restaurants, and the most helpful staff!”
- Melissa Edwards, Osan AB

“Spacious rooms and location is perfect for those who are visiting mainland!”
- Esmeralda Gastelum, Kadena AB

Dragon Hill Lodge (Seoul)
ADDRESS: ga, 7, Yongsandong 4(sa)-ga, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
PHONE: 020-790-0016 (commercial)

“Close to a lot of attractions and very good accommodations if looking for an American-style hotel.”
- Luis Fernandez, CFA Chinhae

“Great location in Seoul for those that love to shop. Kept clean with very nice staff.”
- Larry Borum, Camp Foster

Okuma Recreation Annex (Okinawa)
ADDRESS: Okuma, Kunigami, Okinawa 905-1412
PHONE: 098-962-1991 (commercial)

“It’s a beautiful place.”
- Daniel Paulsen, Camp Carroll

“Nice and close to other beautiful beaches in Okinawa.”
- Jeremiah Hogue, Camp Humphreys

Neil Engel
Humphreys
“Camp Humphreys offers a lot of what Yongsan used to offer and allows for the greatest exposure to South Korea available and its immensities. We will spend the gift card on online movies for the kids as we transition into the wet season.”

Lisa Thompson
Humphreys
“I really enjoy the culture of South Korea, from its historical sites and modern cities, to its food scene. People here are nice and very sociable, always willing to assist, even with the language barrier. Food culture here is unbelievable, from mandu to bibimbap to teokbokki. From my location at Camp Humphreys, its an easy travel to Seoul, Daegu and even Busan. I will probably use the card to buy my mother a birthday gift.”

Shirley Villacis
Yokosuka
“We’ve only been at Yokosuka for a couple months and it’s been a great experience. My family and I are in awe of Japanese culture and history. The food is amazing, but still working on my chop stick skills! While we’re in this location, we plan on visiting nearby countries like Thailand, Philippines, and Australia. I will use this gift card towards buying a Nintendo Switch for my older son’s birthday present when he turns 6 years old this summer.”

Andrew Decker
Yokosuka
“The food in Japan is amazing. I love being able to eat food from all around the world right outside the gate, along with having some of the best restaurants in the world a short train ride away. We’ll use the card for some books for my daughter (8) on being a zoo veterinarian. She’s told us that’s what she wants to be when she grows up, and the books are a great way to encourage her while tricking her into reading and learning.”

Follow us on Instagram @starsandstripespacific
CENTURY 21 Commonwealth Realty

Obtw, we're never too busy and always blessed by your referrals!
Hafa Adai and Thank you!

Serving our Military Members on the beautiful island of Guam since 1985 is our great honor. We support you, our Asian Pacific Service members and stand ready, willing and able to professionally serve you... We specialize in Relocation, Rentals, VA Purchases, Sales and even Residential Property Management. Protecting your investment and providing housing for all to enjoy is our high priority so please contact us for all your needs. May God continue to shower grace upon us and bless the land we love, U.S.A!

Relentless 21 at your Service...

CENTURY 21
Commonwealth Realty

www.guamparadise.com

341 S Marine Corps Drive, Suite 205 R.K. Professional Plaza Tamuning, GU 96913
Tel: 671.649.2121   Email: c21@guamparadise.com

Principal Broker Patty Cotton
Tel: 671.888.2121    Email: cottonpatty@gmail.com
Fun For the Whole Family at PIC

Stay
We offer attractive room packages that include an all-access pass to the waterpark for the duration of your stay. Book a Room & Circus package for an all-access pass to the waterpark and circus. Book directly through our hotel website to receive exclusive benefits.

Play in Guam’s largest waterpark
that offers over 70 recreational activities and features a swim-in aquarium. It’s only 9 in the world, a kayak lagoon, Sheky’s Splash Pool, and so much more! Inquire at the Day Spa & Countertop if you’d like to spend a day at PIC.

Play
Skylight: Guam’s largest international, all-you-can-eat buffet of world cuisines.
Ramen House Hokkaido: Guam’s largest ramen house serving authentic Japanese ramen with Hokkaido noodles.
Sunset BBQ: PIC’s beachfront outdoor eatery serving delicious BBQ hot off the grill.
Bistro: A contemporary American cuisine restaurant with beautiful views overlooking Tamon Bay.

Dine
Experience cuisines from around the world

Watch the Super American Circus
every night at 7:30 pm except on Wednesday. Witness thrilling acts like the Globe of Danger, the amazing Sky Wheel, the High-Flying Motorcycle, and many more during this exciting 90-minute show!

Watch

BEST AMUSEMENT PARK/ THEME PARK WINNER

Book your adventures at PIC
671-646-9171
picresorts.com/guam

PACIFIC ISLANDS CLUB GUAM